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Agenda
• Introduction
• Intelligentsia consultants
• “Superdiversity”
• International business
• Categorisation and benefits
• International mobility
• GlobSci
• Language
• EU Horizon2020 programme
• Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
About me: My name is Margarita and I’m working for Intellligentsia Consultants in Luxembourg for the Ascimat program. Based on what we’re going to discuss today, I can assume that my name generates a different concept based on what you’ve been cultural exposed to or where you grew up. Flower, pizza or alcohol drink? No answer is wrong 



Intelligentsia Consultants
• proposal writing 
• negotiation
• meeting and networking with partners 
• reporting
• organizing events
• promotional and dissemination of materials
• asset: Project management skills + intercultural competence
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What is Superdiversity?

“a dynamic interplay of variables among an increased number of
new, small and scattered, multiple-origin, transnationally
connected, socio-economically differentiated and legally stratified
immigrants who have arrived over the last decade".

(Vervotec, 2007)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case, this definition is used to describe the UK. However, we can also use it to describe ourselves. For example, I’m a Canadian who studied in France but now lives in Luxembourg with Filipino origins. In this day and age, there is no cookie-cutter mold or pattern from where a person is from to where they are now or even going? Is there someone who wants to use them as an example? We may find some commonalities but completely identical would be impossible. 



International business

• Generalisation and identification of “national characteristics”.
• Intercultural business etiquette—how does one approach

interaction?
• Specific fields (ie. Science and technology)-to coordinate and 

cooperate?
• Work ethic-varying perceptions 
• What is “corporate culture”?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These may not be the same as “core beliefs” (culture is not a national phenomenon



The need for categorisation (1)

• We are conditioned from an early age in values and perceptions
• Gender, age and nationality—quickest attributes assigned
• Natural need to create identification around us
• Cross-cultural training intends to create broad-mindedness, 

acceptance and views of normality
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values and perception are shaped and instilled at an early age, making us different)(recap apple lab story—stress individuality versus general encompassing)



In terms of making group distinctions, it is possible to make rough divisions 
according to Richard Lewis (author) : 

• Linear-actives- plan, schedule, organize, pursue action chains, do one thing at a 
time. (ie Germans and Swiss)

• Multi-actives- lively, loquacious peoples who do many things at once, priorities 
planned according to the relative thrill or importance that each appointment 
brings with it (not time schedule). (ie Italians, Latin Americans and middle 
eastern countries)

• Reactives-prioritize courtesy and respect, listening quietly and calmly to their 
interlocutors and reacting carefully to the other side’s proposals. (ie. Chinese, 
Japanese and Finns) 

The need for categorisation (2)
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Can categorization be beneficial?

• Cultural capital-sought after and assessed by an organisation.
• Employees “may possess cultural traits which would make them 

excellent ambassadors, mediators or leaders in certain foreign 
cultures”

• Be careful of “cultural black holes” (Lewis 2003)—extreme core 
beliefs which cannot be questioned; affecting one’s analysis of others 
(perception or intelligence of)

• Challenge of values being showcased
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“The key thing is to have a strong-enough science 
base to interact with a globalized and mobile 
scientific world.”
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Kieron Flanagan (2012)



Language as a cultural marker

• Transcultural communication
• Using English as a global communicator
• Non-verbal cues
• Transitional learning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: fellowship receiver speaking no German prior to move



International Mobility

• Science as a global culture and even more so, a borderless 
marketplace

• Global movement: migration vs. mobility
• More attention towards higher funded and better support research 

projects/schemes around the world
• Female researchers-increasing numbers in Marie Curie fellowships1

• 2 main factors: better research teams and higher career prospects
• Reality of “globe-hopping”

111: http://horizon-magazine.eu/article/women-science-
mobility-good-your-career_en.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Global marketplace means that this knowledge transfer and fundamental need for continued research has reached a more limitless Higher funded—academics go where the funding is available and the facilities areMigration vs mobility-the former is long term and the latter is shorter but still allows to build strong networking sources in research without having to settle in a new countryGlobal hopping means that it’s not long realistic to be permanently in one place.



GlobSci survey1

• “first systematic study of the mobility of scientists in a large number 
of countries”.

• 16 countries, 17000 researchers

• “Itchy feet” or “Restless youth syndrome”-postdocs outweigh 
professors (61% vs 35%)
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1: 

http://www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v30/n12/full/nbt.2449.ht
ml



Figure 1. GlobSci survey results, 2012 

http://www.nature.com/news/global-mobility-science-on-the-move-1.1160213



http://www.nature.com/news/global-mobility-science-on-the-move-1.11602
Figure 2. GlobSci diaspora, 2012 
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EU Horizon2020

• European Commission funding programme targeting “Research 
and Innovation

• Example project: www.h2020-ascimat.com
• 3 Pillars to apply to: Excellent science, Industrial leadership and 

Societal challenges
• Decision of call, Network of partners & contractual 

participation,  tasks allocated, proposal writing, negotiation and 
success of passing phases (stages)
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Team-building

• In a well-known study (1990s), international teams have shown 
to be better at solving complex problems than national teams.

WHY?
• Different perspectives
• No routine
• Higher challenge= less complacency
• A shift in thinking incites innovation and betters versatility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important in today’s age when science-based projects and academia have encourage a more worldly outlook, drawing people in and diversifying its members.



Figure 3. Organisation of society (from “When cultures collide”, Lewis 2006)
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Consider:

• Varying differences of Status, organization and Leadership
• Team-building-coordination and challenges (preparing events for 

project, for example)
• Different elements such as negotiation, humour, time 

management, hierarchical factors and decision-making varieties
• Cultures also may differ in terms of their attitudes towards 

technology: (1) control; (2) subjugation, and (3) harmonization
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Questions?
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